Tbrush

Most sports clubs carry out their own daily maintenance of their synthetic turf. We believe this maintenance
should be done with quality equipment, in the same way a contractor would do the work. Since with quality,
one will produce quality! The Tbrush is a triangle brush that can be used for the daily maintenance of your
synthetic turf pitches. This, our most straightforward brush, has been constructed with a premium steel frame
in combination with completely synthetic brushes. These synthetic brushes provide you with a major advantage,
since they will not decay due to the effects of water.

Due to the compact size and low weight
of the brush, the Tbrush is extremely
mobile. GKB will deliver the Tbrush with
transport wheels and a tow chain as
standard. Consequently, the Tbrush is
easy to operate and won’t take up too
much storage space when you are not
using it.

The Tbrush is suitable to brush synthetic turf pitches with
several types of infill; for instance, rubber, zand, or cork. When
you brush your pitch on a regular basis, it can prevent reduced
drainage, deteriorated sport technical characteristics, for instance,
compaction or a filthy impression of your pitch. A brushed pitch will
retain the appearance from the day of the commissioning.
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Tbrush

Specifications:
Type

TB140

TB180

Working width

140 cm / 55”

180 cm / 71”

Working depth

0 - 2 cm / 0 - 1”

0 - 2 cm / 0 - 1”

120 x 140 x 20 cm / 47 x 55 x 6”

160 x 180 x 20 cm / 63 x 71 x 6”

40 kg / 90 lbs

70 kg / 135 lbs

> 10 hp

> 15 hp

Tow chain

Tow chain

Dimensions (l x w x h)
Weight
Power consumption
Linkage
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